
Mon imagier 
de l’éveil à 

toucher
by Xavier Deneux

Toddlers will find lots to discover 
in this book! 40 materials to touch 

and experience the first four 
notions: colours, shapes, numbers 

and opposites.

TODDLERS
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découpes
by Thierry Bedouet

by Kiko

With an original, robust format, this 
book presents traditional tales to the 
very young.

2 AND UP

2 titles
240 x 140 mm
14 pages 
Board Book
10,99 €
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3 AND UP

240 x 280 mm
8 pages 

Animated Book
13 €

1 AND UP

245 x 245 mm
24 pages 
Board Book
18,90 €

Mes petits 
rituels

by Peggy Nille

A pop-up book to help 
youngsters gain autonomy in 
their daily lives. Each double 

page shows one everyday routine 
in 6 easy steps for a child to 

practice.

Devine qui 
mange quoi? 
by Kiko

Learn while you play with 6 
guessing game boards to discover 
animals and their meals. The child 
observes, recognizes, learns to 
associate and name the animals 
and the food they eat.

2 AND UP

210 x 225 mm
12 pages 
Board Book
11,90 €

bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS



FICTION
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by Philip Giordano

A poetic and amusing picture book to 
discover a variety of animals and their 
homes.

2 AND UP

210 x 250 mm
40 pages 
12,90 €

Prêt pour  
le grand jour ?

by Claudia Bielinsky

Suspense and surprises in a book to 
share! Prepare children for their first 

day at school with confidence, 
serenity and curiosity.

2 AND UP

195 x 240 mm
24 pages 
9,90 €
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Fourmi
by Cyril Houplain

This big adventure story 
takes us from London to the 
Far West, fully illustrated … 
teeming with thousands of 
little black ants and just one 
little red ant! An artistic 
achievement!6 AND UP

336 x 237 mm
80 pages 

22 €
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Un vrai livre
by Edouard Manceau 

alias Jom Tanne

This book explains to children 
the different stages of book 

production. The story of a book 
told in a style children love – the 

cumulative tale.

3 AND UP

250 x 215 mm
40 pages 
9,90 €

Petit à petit, je lis
A new series for children who are 
beginning to read autonomously. Short 
stories divided into 3 chapters and a double 
page of games.

6 AND UP

2 titles
145 x 190 mm
32 pages 
5,90 €



NON FICTION
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Aéroports  
et avions animés

by Sophie Bordet-Pétillon 
and Marc-Etienne Peintre

A pop-up book full of surprises 
that tells you all about airports, 

planes and aviation. A new theme 
on each double page. 

5 AND UP

205 x 245 mm
20 pages + 50 

animations
20,50 €

Le Who’s Who 
des grandes 
personnes
By Owen Davey

A picture book list of the jobs 
adults do and the things they 
need to do them. Here, every 
profession seems larger than life, 
complete with a superhero 
costume! 

5 AND UP

195 x 270 mm
96 pages 
19 €

Les dinosaures 
en relief
by Sandra Laboucarie 
and Peggy Nille

Relief illustrations of dinosaurs  
in this informative book,  
ideal decoration for a bedroom. 

5 AND UP

245 x 185 mm
10 spreads

13,99 €

Mes p’tits pourquoi
Collective Work

The big emotions kiddies experience  
from 3-6 told in playful story form.

3 AND UP

2 titles
190 x 190 mm

32 pages 
7,40 €

Mon atlas  
à voyager
by Bertrand Fichou  
and Claire Le Meil

An atlas with richly illustrated 
fold-out maps to plunge into life  
on other continents. 

6 AND UP

224 x 276 mm
16 pages  

+ 6 fold-outs 
+ flaps  

+ booklets
16,50 €
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ACTIVITIES
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Cherche et trouve 
La grande 

évasion
by Loïc Méhée  

and Camille Baladi

A book-game that explores all  
the dimensions. Search above, below, in 

front, behind… venture beyond the limits.

6 AND UP

230 x 255 mm
16 pages 

6 spreads with 
amazing pop-ups

19,90 €

Dessine !
by Hervé Tullet

A mini workshop with lots 
of ideas for budding 
artists. 35 “what to draw” 
cards, 30 “how to draw” 
cards, 1 dice, stencils and 
a set of rules.3 AND UP

213 x 113 mm
Box with 65 cards 

+ 6 stencils
13,90 €

Bayard explores a new universe: board 
games for kids and adults to play together. 
Puzzles, lotto and memory games,  
as well as more complex ones.  
An invitation to play with Bayard!

FROM 1 TO 77

3 formats
3 retail prices

1 look



COMICSRELIGIOUS

Anatole Latuile
by Anne Didier,  

Olivier Muller  
and Clément Devaux

Anatole Latuile or the ‘serial gaffer’  
in all his glory... Anatole is  

his teacher’s nightmare. 

Zouk
by Serge Bloch  
and Nicolas Hubesch

Zouk invites us into her universe,  
a mix of daily life in a New York style 
town and magic tricks galore.

4 AND UP

16 titles
185 x 210 mm

64 pages
9,90 €

7 AND UP

13 titles
160 x 202 mm

128 pages
11,50 €

7 AND UP

10 titles
160 x 202 mm
96 pages
9,95 €
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Jésus en BD
by Bénédicte Jeancourt-
Galignani and Li-An

This Life of Jesus according to  
the Gospels brings out the meaning 
of his life, words and acts. 

Mon imagier  
de la Bible

by Élisabeth de Lambilly 
and Charlotte Roederer

Discover 5 Old Testament stories:  
The Creation, The Great Flood, 

Abraham and Sarah, Moses Saved 
from the Waters, David and Goliath.

Pour te dire que 
la Terre est belle
by Laurence Gillot  
and Anne Hemstege

To sing about the love of nature and  
the Earth, as Pope Francis encourages 
in the Laudato Si’ encyclical.

7 AND UP

250 x 320 mm
112 pages 
19,90 €

3 AND UP

135 x 155 mm
22 pages 
9,90 €

5 AND UP

215 x 215 mm
18 pages 
10,90 €

Ariol
by Emmanuel Guibert 
and Marc Boutavant 

Ariol has blue skin, tall ears and oversized 
glasses. He is curious, inventive and 
energetic. 
He is an original and endearing hero!
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COMICS
Jésus
Une 
encyclopédie 
contemporaine
Collective Work

An impressive catalogue of 
contemporary knowledge 
about Jesus. The greatest 
exegetes, bible scholars and 
historians present their major 
archaeological discoveries,  
as well as the most recent 
historical, theological and 
artistic opinions.

HUMANITIES RELIGION
Plus tard,  

je serai  
un enfant

by Eric-Emmanuel 
Schmitt

Here, Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt  
shares his childhood memories  

with poignant sincerity,  
his many vocations, his life...

12 bonnes 
raisons  
de se révolter
by André Guigot

The author’s aim is to revive 
the positive and spiritual 
facet of rebellion, so that 
refusal to comply - whatever 
form it may take - will no 
longer be associated with 
violence, but seen as a 
defence of human dignity.145 x 190 mm

250 pages 
14,90 €

145 x 190 mm
250 pages 
16,90 €

Le Baiser  
du Ramadan

by Myriam Blal

The story of a ‘mixed’ love affair  
between a Christian and  

a Muslim. The author adopts  
a humorous tone to share her 

personal story and the problems 
she encountered, to encourage 

couples in similar situations  
to live their relationship with 

confidence and courage. 

145 x 190 mm
260 pages 
16,90 €

L’Ancien 
Testament 
commenté

L’exode
By Thomas Römer

Thomas Römer’s commentary 
offers historical, linguistic and 

literary elucidations and a 
history of the text reception 

throughout time. 

Graines  
de prières
Collective Work

6 envelopes, each one 
containing 7 prayers  
on one central theme.  
A prayer for every day  
of the week. 

215 x 275 mm
672 pages 

(app. 400 illustrations)
49,90 €

176 x 218 mm
260 pages 
29.90 €

6 topics
130 x 95 mm
3 € per envelope


